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Regression Function Estimation from 
Dependent Observations 
PFCABIR BURMAN 
University of California, Davis 
Communicated by the Editors 
We consider the problem of estimating a regression function with nonrandom 
design points and dependent errors. We construct a spline estimate of the regression 
function and obtain its rate of convergence. It turns out that the dependence of the 
observations is reflected in this rate. 0 1991 Academtc Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been a great deal of progress in nonparametric 
curve estimation procedures. The main reason for the gain in popularity of 
these procedures is that they allow flexible modelling in many practical 
applications, see Miiller [ 121 for a review. In the independent identically dis- 
tributed (i.i.d.) case, the rates of convergence of many of the nonparametric 
estimators have been studied in detail, see Stone [17, 181. Recently, a num- 
ber of authors have been concerned with nonparametric curve estimation 
problems from dependent observations, see for example, Bierens [l], 
Collomb and Hlrdle [4], Robinson [13], Roussas [14,15], Truong [ 191, 
and Yakowitz [20]. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of estimating a regression func- 
tion when the design points are nonrandom and the errors are dependent. 
The need for such analysis arises in a variety of data analytic problems 
such as the estimation of the growth curves (Gasser et al. [8], Miiller 
[ 12]), estimation of the trend of a time series (Hardle and Tuan [lo]). In 
the present framework, the errors could be nonstationary and are allowed 
to have long-range dependence. We estimate the regression function by 
splines and find the rate of convergence of our estimate. As expected, the 
“amount of dependence” of the observations show up in this rate. Let us 
explain this for the simple case when the unknown regression function is 
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assumed to be twice differentiable and the discrepancy between the true 
regression function and its estimate is measured by the mean integrated 
square error. In the i.i.d. case with n observations, it is fairly well known 
that the rate of convergence is n p-4/5 In the dependent case it may be useful . 
to think of this problem in the following manner. Suppose our data set 
consists of n observations, but has the “strength” of O(N) (N< n) inde- 
pendent observations. Then, according to the results given in this paper, 
the rate of convergence is N - 4’5 Thus it seems, at least at the intuitive . 
level, the dependent case is analogous to the i.i.d. case. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. The main results on the rate 
of convergence of the spline estimates are obtained in Section 2. The useful 
and relevant technical lemmas needed for proving the main results are 
given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 presents all the theoretical derivations. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let us assume that the observations ( Yni, x,J, i= 1, . . . . n, are generated 
by the model 
yni= m(xni) + &ni, (2.1) 
where s,i, . . . . E,, is a mean zero sequence of random variables and 
x,1 < . . . < x,, are known constants. Model (2.1) and its variants with 
(E,,~} as a strictly stationary sequence also appear in Hirdle and Tuan 
[lo], Miiller [12], Roussas [ 14, 151, and Truong [ 191. For simplicity we 
will assume that xai = i/n, i = 1, . . . . n. However, the results given here can be 
generalized to the case where IX,,+ i -x,,J = O(n-‘) with x,~ =0 and 
x n,n+ i = 1. For notational simplicity, we will write ( Yi}, {x,}, and {sd) 
as (Y,}, {xi}, and {si}, respectively. The statistical problem here consists 
of estimating the unknown regression function m based on the data 
{ y, , . . . . m>. 
Let ci and ai be the o-fields generated by si, . . . . E, and si, si+ i, . . . . respec- 
tively. All throughout this paper we will assume that the sequence {ai} 
satisfies one of the two modes of mixing defined below. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) The sequence of random variables {si} is called 
q-mixing if there exist a sequence of increasing real numbers N = N, < n 
converging to infinity and a decreasing function cp on [O, co) such that 
IP(BIA)-P(B)I GcP(N(xj-xi)) for all A E oi 
and BE Cj for all i < j. 
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(ii) The sequence of random variables (ei) is called a-mixing if there 
exist a sequence of increasing real numbers N= N, < n converging to 
infinity and a decreasing function a on [0, co) such that 
(P(A n B) - P(A) P(B)1 6 a(N(xj- xi)) for all A o bi 
and BE (sj for all i < j. 
We note that the amount of dependence between Yi and Yi is controlled 
by N. For instance, a small value of N would indicate a substantial amount 
of dependence between Yi and Yj for any i and j. The terminology used 
here (q-mixing or a-mixing) is somewhat different from what is found 
in the literature. However, if we write cp,(j- i) = cp(N(x,- xi)) and 
a,( j - i) = a(N(xj - xi)), then the definitions given above coincide with two 
of the well-known modes of mixing (weak and strong). For details on 
various types of mixing, see Hall and Heyde [9] and Roussas and Ionnides 
[16]. Let us note that the definition above does not require any assump- 
tion of stationarity of {ei}. 
Note that we allow N + co as n + co. To motivate this we will now 
argue as in Hardle and Tuan [lo]. If N f* cc, say NE 1, then the 
dependence between Yi and Yj will not go to zero no matter how far apart 
i and j are. In such a case, we can never get consistency of any estimate of 
m simply because of the fact that we have in effect the strength of only one 
observation. Intuitively speaking, in our framework, even though we have 
n observations, the data set has the “strength” of only O(N) independent 
observations. Consequently, in order to get the consistency of any estimate 
of m, we have to assume that N + cc. 
It is known in the literature that the rates of convergence in many non- 
parametric curve estimation problems depend on the smoothness of the 
unknown function being estimated (see Stone [17, 181). Since our goal is 
to study the rate of convergence of the regression function m, we need to 
make an appropriate smoothness assumption. 
(A.1 ) The regression function m is q times differentiable and the qth 
derivative of m satisfies the following Holder condition: 
jmcq)(x) - mcq)(x’)) < co Ix - x’l” for all x and x’, 
for some c0 > 0 and O<v<l. 
Now we will proceed to define spline estimates of the regression function. 
The book by de Boor [6] is an excellent source for various properties of 
splines as well as many computer algorithms. Let u be an integer larger 
than or equal to p = q + v, where q and v are given in assumption (A.l). Let 
S,,, be the class of functions s on [0, l] with the following properties: 
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(i) s is a polynomial of degree u on each of the subintervals 
[(i-1)/k, i/k], i= 1, . . . . k, 
(ii) s is (u - 1) times differentiable. 
Then, S,,, is called the class of all splines of degree u with k-equispaced 
knots. It is well known in the literature that Sk,” has a basis consisting of 
(k + u) normalized B-splines {B,,: t = 1, . . . . k + u} (see de Boor [6]). 
For E)E R“+“, let 
V,@)=n-’ i i Yi-k~“8,B*,(xi) I 
2 . 
i= I t=1 
If V, is minimized at 0, then Ijlk(x) = cIt,U 8$,,(x) is an estimate of m. 
For any function g on [0, 11, let 
Ilgllm =sup l&)l 
x 
and /I gll = { 1 t?(x) 4.4 dx}li’, 
where w  is a nonnegative bounded weight function. All throughout this 
paper, notations like 0, o, Op, op, etc. will retain their usual meanings. We 
will denote the generic constants by ci, c2, . . . . For any two sequence of 
positive real numbers {a,} and {b,}, we will write a, N 6, to mean that 
a,/b, stays bounded between two positive constants. Let q and v be as in 
assumption (A.l) and let 
p=q+v, r=p/(2p+ 1). 
THEOREM 2.1. Zf {Ed} is q-mixing, then let us assume that 
j: {‘p(~)}l’~ du< co and supjE(s,?)< 00. Zf {Ed} is a-mixing, then we 
assume that j; {a(u)} ‘I2 du K 00 and supj E(.$) < co. Zf we take 
k N N 1/(2P+ ‘), then under condition (A.1 ), 
)lrfzk -ml/ = O,(N -‘). 
Stone [17] has shown that the optimal rate of convergence in the i.i.d. 
case is n -*. Clearly, the rate found in Theorem 2.1 is different. Intuitively 
speaking, however, even though we have n observations in our case, we 
have the “strength” of O(N) independent observations. From this intuitive 
point of view, the result for the dependent case seems to be consistent with 
the i.i.d. case. For the case when p = 1 (i.e., r = l/3) and N = n, Truong 
[19] has obtained the rate given above for the regression estimate based 
on simple local averages under the assumption that the error sequence {si} 
is generated by an autoregressive process of finite order. In the next 
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theorem, we present a result which is analogous to Theorem 2.1 when the 
mode is “strong” instead of “weak.” For the results on strong convergence, 
we will need to make the following assumption: 
(A.2) There exists a constant a > 0 such that N= N, 2 na for all n. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let us assume that supj E 1.~~1 r < 0~) for all r > 1. rf {ai} is 
q-mixing, then let us assume that fz {~p(u)}“~ du < 9. Zf (~~1 is a-mixing, 
then we assume that s: (a(u) > 1/T du < co for all r > 1. Zf we take 
k N N 1/(2p+ ‘), then under conditions (A.l) and (A.2), 
Nrm6 II&-m(l -+O a.s. for any 6 > 0. 
In the last result of this section, we consider the question of rate of 
convergence when the distance between & and m is measured in the 
supremum norm. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let us assume that the assumptions in Theorem 2.2 are 
true. Zf we take k N N’lCzp+ ‘) then for any 6 > 0 the following are true: , 
(a) under condition (A.l), 
We6 /I&--m/(,=0,(1), 
(b) under conditions (A.1 ) and (A.2), 
Nre6 llmk-mllco +O a.s. 
3. SOME TECHNICAL RESULTS 
In this section, we will write down a few technical results needed for 
proving the results given in Section 2. 
Let Bk(x) be the vector of Bk,(x), t = 1, . . . . k + u, and 
& = j B&X) B;(x) W(X) dx, Ak = n-l i B,(xi) B;(xi), 
i=l 
6, =n-’ i YiBk(xi), bk = n-l i m(x,) B,(x,). 
i=l i=l 
It is easy to see that the least squares estimate tik defined in Section 2 
is &(x) = 6;A;‘B,(x). 
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LEMMA 3.1. We have that 
(a) all the eigenvalues of 2, are smaller than c,k- ‘, 
(b) all the eigenvalues of A, are between c,k-’ and c,k-‘, 
(c) if A<’ = ((a”)), then Ia”1 < c,kpl’-j’ for some 0 < p < 1, 
(d) bib, =cf=‘,v b:, = O(k-‘). 
The following lemma is very crucial for the proofs of Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let us assume that sup, E lejlr < co for all r > 1. The 
sequence of random variables {ej} is either p-mixing with 
jz (q$~)}‘/~ du < 0~) or a-mixing with s: {a(u)>‘/‘du < 03 for all r > 1. For 
any 6 > 0 and any k < N, the following are true: 
(a) (kN’-6)‘/2 sup1 <, G k + v I bkr - b,,l + 0 in probability, 
(b) under condition (A.2) 
(kN’4)1/* 
SUP l&t-bd+o a.s. 
l<t<k+v 
The following moment inequality for sums of dependent random 
variables is new in two ways. First, the random variables need not be 
stationary. Second, the proof used martingale inequalities instead of some- 
what more complex arguments that have been used in obtaining such 
moment inequalities (see, for example, Roussas [14, 153). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let {Z,: j= 1, . . . . n> be a sequence of random variables 
uniformly bounded by 1. Let s 2 2 and let us assume that fZj) is either 
cp-mixingwith!: (cp(u)}“2du=O(cc1’2)ora-mixingwith~,” {a(u)}1’2”du= 
O(C-‘/~) for c > 0. Then, 
forall i> 1, i+r<n and r > (n/N), 
where c(s) is a constant which depends only on s. 
The next result follows from Theorem XII.1 in de Boor [IS]. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let us assume that the regression function m satisfies (A.l). 
Then there exists a function h in Sk,” such that 
Ilm-hll,dC(m)k-P 
where c(m) depends only on m. 
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4. THE PROOFS 
We will first present the proofs of the results in Section 2 and then we 
will write down the proofs for the technical results given in Section 3. Let 
us note that fz {(p(z)>“* dz c 00, then cj”=, (cp,(j)}“* = O(n/N). Similar 
result holds for the sequence {an(j)>. We will use these facts often. All 
throughout this section, for any f E R’ and any t x t matrix H, we will 
denote the Euclidean norm off by IIf (1 and the matrix norm of H by IIHI(. 
We now begin with two very important lemmas. For notational con- 
venience, we will assume that q,(O) = a,(O) = 1. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let W, and Wz be two mean zero random variables 
measurable with respect to the o-fields oi and aj (i < j), respectively. Assume 
that E ( W,I” < oc), E 1 W,l’< cro for s > 1, t > 1 with l/s + l/t = 1. Then, 
under q-mixing, 
(a) IE(W,W,)l~2(rp,(j-i)}“” {ElW,l”}“” (EIWA’}“‘, 
(b) (EIE(W,Ja,)J’)“‘~2(cp,(j-i))1-1” (ElW,I’)“‘for 16r<t. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let WI and W, be the same as in Lemma 4.1, but now we 
assume that l/s + l/t c 1. Then, under a-mixing, 
(a) lE( W, W,)/ < lO(a,(j-i)}‘-‘l”-“’ (E 1 WIJS)“’ (E I W21’)“‘, 
(b) {E IE(W2l ai)lr> “‘<2(21”+ l){a,,(j-i))lir-“’ (EIW2Jf}1’r for 
l<r<t. 
Part (a) of Lemma 4.1 and of Lemma 4.2 appear in Roussas and 
Ionnides [16, Theorems 4.1 and 7.31. Part (b) of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 can 
be found in McLeish [ll, see the lemma in Section 33. Note that if W, is 
bounded, then we can take t = co in part (b) of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
The following result, the proof of which is postponed to the very end of 
this section, is needed in proving Theorems 2.1-2.3. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let mk(x) = b;A; ‘B,Jx). Then, under condition (A.l), 
lh - mll o. = O(k/n) + O(kpp). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let us note that 
Because of Lemma 4.3, it is enough to show that 
II~k-mkll = op((k/N)“2). 
(4.1) 
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Now, 
I~fik-mkllz=~ {(Sk- b,)‘A,1B,(x)}2 w(x) dx 
= (6, - bk)’ A,1d,A,1(6, - bk) 
G IK1112 II&II l16,-bkll* 
= O(k*) O(k-‘) 116, - b/J2 = O(k) 116, - b,J*. (4.2) 
So it is enough to show that 




{np1 i EiBkt(Xi))2 
i=l 
k+v 
=n -* C E(&i&j) 1 B/ct(Xt) Bkt(xj) 
1 < i, j  s n 1=1 
dC2 C IE(E~E~)(. 
1 < i, j  < n 
(4.3) 
In the q-mixing case, by part (a) of Lemma 4.1, 
JE(&i&j)( <2(~,(li-jl)}1’2 {E(Ef)}“* {E(&j)}“*. 
Since x,2 i {cp,(j)}“* = O(n/N), the expression in (4.3) is bounded above 
by 
O(1) n-l f {cpn(j)}1’2 = O(N-‘). 
j=l 
Similarly, we can show that the expression in (4.3) is O(N - ‘) in the 
cc-mixing case and this completes the proof of this result. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Arguing the same way as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, it is enough to show that 
(k-‘N1-6)“2 /lfik-mkll +O a.s. for any 6 > 0. 
Using relation (4.2) we get 
The last expression converges to zero a.s. by part (b) of Lemma 3.2. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.3. (a) Let us note that 
II&-mll,< ll~k-mkllm+ llmk-mllmo 
In view of Lemma 4.3, it is enough to prove that 
(k-'N'-6)1'2 IJrfzk-mkll, -+O in probability. 
For any g E R’, we will denote sup, G jG I I gjl by llgll oo. For any t x t matrix 
H, we will denote its sup-norm by II HII oo, i.e., 
IIHII m = SUP{ IWgll m : g E R*, Ml co = 11. 
Noting that C:z,V B,Jx) = 1 for all x, we obtain 
(kp1N1-6)1’2 llrhk--mkll, 
=(k-1N1-6)1’2sup ~&b,)‘A;‘B,(x)l 
<(kp1N1-6)1’2 II~;‘ll, IlbMlm 
= (k-1N1-6)1’2 O(k) 116, - b,J c,, (by part (c) of Lemma 3.1) 
=(~IV-~)“* l&-b&,. (4.4) 
The last expression converges to zero in probability by part (a) of 
Lemma 3.2. 
(b) The proof of this part is exactly the same as for the first part 
except for the fact that the expression in (4.4) converges to zero a.s. by 
part (b) of Lemma 3.2. 1 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. (a) Note that each B-spline is nonzero only on 
an interval of length (u + 1) k-l. This shows that j B,Jx) B,Jx) w(x) dx is 
zero if Is - tl > u. Since, w  is bounded, this integral is bounded above by 
cskpl whenever Is- tl <u. Consequently, by Theorem 1.19 in Chatelin 
c31, 
II&II <SUP ‘i” j&(X)&(X) w(x)dx = O(k-‘). 
s t=1 
(b) The proof follows essentially from Section 5(3c) in Burman [2]. 
(c) This part follows from Theorem 2.2 in Demko [7]. 
(d) The proof of this part is trivial. i 
6X313612-9 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. (a) Let Skr be the support of Bkt. Then Sk, = 
[(t-u+l)k-‘, (t+u+l)k-‘1. Let 
E,,= {i:xiESkr} and nkr = number of elements in Zk,. 
Obviously, nk,/n d c,k- ’ for all t for some cg > 0. Then 
ikr-bk,=nel i eiBkt(xi)=np’ 1 qBkl(xi). 
i=l is Ikr 
Let d > 0 be a positive integer to be chosen later and set 
5i = EiZ( l&i1 G d) - E{ &iZ( l&it < d)}, 
qi=~iZ((~i( > d) - E{qZ(l~~l > d)}, 
u/cti = liBkt(Xi), and VM = ViBdXi). 
Then, 
&i= 5i + Vi9 i = 1, . . . . n. 
So, for any y > 0, 
(4.5) 
kfu kfv 
Jl,+ 1 J*r, say. (4.6) 
f=l 




n-l 1 u,,j 
IEIkr I 
< ye2”(kN1 -a)s n-2sc(s)(nktn/N)” d2” 
< c,,N -” d*” (since &r/n <c,k-‘). (4.7) 
Now, 
= y-‘kN’-‘n-* c E( V,,i V,,). (4.8) 
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Let us note that in the q-mixing case, by part (a) of Lemma 4.1, 
IE( Vkri vkrj)l = IE(llitlj)l Bkr(Xi) Bkr(Xj) 
6 IE(rtiqji)l ~2{(~n(lj-il)}“~ {Et~f)}“~ (E(v~))~‘~. 
Since C (q,(j)} 1/2 = O(n/N), relation (4.8) tells us 
J2,~~11kNl-~n-~nkl(n/N) SUP E{EfZ(lEil >d)} 
l<i<PI 
=c,,N-8 sup E{cfl( 1~1 > d)}. 
l<i<n 
From (4.7) and (4.9) we obtain 
(4.9) 
k+v k+u 
c J1,+ c J2t 
r=1 1=1 
<c,,(k+u) N-“6d2”+N--d sup E(e;l(Iql >d)} 
ISiGn 1 
<c12N N-“*d2”+N-Sd-2s+4 sup E(E:“+~ 4 (4.10) l<i<n 
If we choose d= N*14, then the expression above is O(N -(ss’2-1)). This and 
(4.6) together tell us 
,<;~~+” 1n-l 2 .,a,,(X,)i >+C13N-‘s6”-1~. (4.11) 
. . ie Ik, 
It is easy to see that we can also obtain (4.11) in the cl-mixing case. Our 
result follows from (4.11) if we take s large enough so that SS > 2. 




If we choose s large enough so that a(&/2 - 1) > 1, then the result follows 
from (4.11) by an application of Borel-Cantelli lemma. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In the proof of this lemma, for any random 
variable W, we will denote {E 1 Wls}l’s by 11 WII,. We will prove this result 
for i = 1 and r = n - 1. The proof for the general case would be clear from 
the proof given here. Let d= [TI/N~‘~] and u = [n/d], where for any real 
number a, [a] is the integral part of a. For notational convenience, we will 
assume that u is an even integer. (In the general case, we would take 
d= [r1’3(n/N)2’3] and u = [r/d].) 
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+ c m2rb(2r--2)d 
I=2 Ill 2s 
II 
u/2 - 1 





+ c E(52,. 1 I c7(21- Id 
I=1 II 2s 
=J,+J2+53+54+Js+J6, say, (4.12) 
Since Zi’s are bounded by 1, by Minkowski’s inequality, 
J, <d<n/JN (4.13a) 
J2 < d < n/JN. (4.13b) 
Since it2t 7 E(t2, I c(2t- 2)d )> is a sequence of martingale differences with 
respect to the a-fields {cI~[~}, by Burkholder’s inequality (see Theorem 2.10 
on page 23 in Hall and Heyde [9]), 
=c,,{J,, +J32+ J,,>v say. 






J3, SC,, c (r:,-E(5:,la(2,-2,,))2 . 
1=2 s/2
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Since Zi’s are bounded by 1, I{2rl <d for all t and consequently, 
J31< C,,(Ud4p4 = c,,(nd3p4 
= ~~,(nn~/N*)~~~ = c,,(n/,/$. (4.15) 
By Minkowski’s inequality, 
II 
UP 
42 = 1 m:,I a(*,-2)d) 
I=2 I/ s 
4 
<2 c c Il~~~~~~I~(2,-2)d~lls~ 
r-2 (*r-l)dii<j<*rd 
For i < j, by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, 
IlE(ZiZjIa(21-*,d)lls~ 
QL(~ - i) if {Z,} is q-mixing 
2(21/S+ l){a (j-i)}‘/” 
n if (Z,} is a-mixing. 
In the p-mixing case, 
UP 
J:,62 1 c &b(j - i) 
r=2 (2r-l)d<i< jc2fd 
< 2du f cp,(j) = c&*/N). 
j=O 
We can similarly show that, in the a-mixing case, 
Now, 
Ji2 < c&*/N). 
42 
J:,G 1 lIE2(52,16(21-2)d)lls 
t=2 
42 
ad c \IE(ZiI 0(2t--2)d)ll&. 
1~2 (Zt-l)d<i<Ztd 
In the q-mixing case, using part (b) of Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
UP 
J:3< c c {2q,,(i-(2t-2)d)}* 
r=2 (2t-l)d<ii2td 
i>d 
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Similarly, in the cl-mixing case, using part (b) of Lemma 4.2 we obtain 
J:, < c,,(n2/N). (4.17b) 
Relations (4.14k(4.17b) tell us 
J3 G c22W$% (4.18) 
By Minkowski’s inequality, 
By part (b) of Lemma 4.1, for the q-mixing case, 
u/2 
JAI c 2q,(i- (2t- 2)d) ,< 24 c q,(i). 
1=2 (2t-l)d<i<2td i>d 
Noting that Ndjn x N113, we obtain 
= 0(l)(n/N)(Nd/n)-“2 = O(1) n/N716. 
Since u = N213, 
J4<c23N2’3(n/N7i6)<c23n/N’i2. (4.19a) 
Similarly, we can show that for the a-mixing case, 
J4 < c,,(n/N ‘12). (4.19b) 
The argument used in proving (4.18) can be used to show that 
J, < c,,(n/N ‘12). (4.20) 
Also, the argument used in proving that J4 6 c24(n/N”2) can be used to 
show that J6 < c,,(n/N”‘) and this concludes the proof. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. For any square integrable function ,I on [0, 11, let 
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and 
By Lemma 3.4, we can find hk E Sk,” such that 
Ilhk-mll, <cz,k-P. (4.21) 
By a result in de Boor [S], 
IIPdh,c - m)ll m d ~28 IIf’,A - m)llz. (4.22) 
Noting that Pkhk = hk and using (4.22) we obtain 
llm,c-Ml, < lhc-f’,tmll, + IV’,&-m)llm + llPA-4lm 
G ll~,c-f’,c~llm+~2~ IIf’,h-m)ll,+ Ih-4, 
< ll~~-~,~ll, + ~28 Ilk-mll,+ lh-mllm 
(since P, is a projection) 
<llm,c-~~4,+(1+c2,) llbc-mllco 
< Ilm, - J’,mll co + +XP (by (4.21)). 
So, it is enough to show that 
lh - P,mlI co = W/n). 
Let kk = j m(x) Bk(x) dx and Ak = J Bp(x) B;(x) dx. Then, 
(P,m)(x) = &A,‘B,(x). 
Since mk(x) = bbAklBk(x) and C, Bkr(x) = 1 for all x, 
Ilm, - P,m(l oo < sup Ib;A,‘B,(x) - b&‘B,(x)I 
Note that 
< llb,y1;Alm ll~~‘llao+ Ilbcllm ll4’-~;‘IIm~ (4.24) 
llb~-~~llm=SUP ~~(x)B,,(x)dx-~-li~~m(x,)~~,(xi)~ 
* 




n -’ igl Btcs(Xi) B/ct(Xi) - J” B/AX) B/a(X) dx 
i 
0 if IS-rt)>u 
= O(d) if Is--t1 <u. 
(4.26) 
From (4.26) we conclude that J/A, - A,/1 o. = O(n-‘). Since /[A;‘/[ o. ,< c,,k 
by part (c) of Lemma 3.1, (4.26) tells us 
/IAT’ - 2;’ 1) m = O(k2/n). (4.27) 
Noting that I/i&(1 m = O(k-‘), we get from (4.24), (4.25), and (4.27), 
llmk - PkmlJ, = O(n-‘) O(k-‘) + O(k-‘) O(k’/n) = O(k/n). 
And this completes the proof of this result. 1 
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